1. Introduction. A floor is ruled with parallel lines spaced unit distance apart. You are given a piece of wire of length I which you are free to bend but not stretch. Can you bend the wire so that if dropped on the floor the bent piece of wire is certain to cross at least one of the lines, no matter how it falls? In this article we find the least l such that this can be done, and show how the wire should be bent.
More formally, let a: [0, 1] -4 R2 be a continuous rectifiable arc, of length 1(a). For 0.9. < r, define the width of a between parallels at angle 9 by w0(a) = distance between supporting parallel lines at an angle 9 to the x-axis.
FIG. 1. The width between parallels at angle 0
And define the width of a by 1.2 w (a) = inf wQ(x) Our problem is to identify an arc of minimal length among all arcs of width at least 1. A circular arc of diameter 1 has length it= 3.14* h. Tree sides of the unit square reduces the length to 3. Two sides of an equilateral triangle of altitude I further reduces the length to 4/t3= 2.309401 . The minimal length tums out only slightly less, namely 2.27829 * -*, and is achieved by bending the wire into a shape which we call the calliper, shown in Fig. 2 .
FIG. 2. The calliper.
In Section 2 we identify the calliper of length 2.27829 -as the shortest convex arc of width 1. In Sections 3 and 4 we show that the calliper is in fact shortest among all arcs, convex and non-convex. For the most part, our arguments are geometric, in the spirit of Kazarinoff (1961), Yaglom and Boltyanski (1961) and Niven (1982) .
Our problem is a deterministic variation of Buffon's famous needle problem: in case you do not bend the wire at all, but leave it as a straight needle of length 1, what is the chance that the needle crosses at least one line if dropped at random on the floor? As observed by Bertrand in the last century, and argued in detail by Barbier (1860) , under natural assumptions of randomness the expected number of crossings of the grid by a needle bent into a planar curve is a constant c times the length 1, regardless of the shape of the curve. A closed convex curve of constant width 1 must cross the lines exactly twice, no matter how it falls. Since a circle of diameter I has constant width 1 and length it, it follows that 1.3 (i) the constant is c = 2/xt, (ii) every closed convex curve of constant width 1 has the same length it, and (iii) for I . 1 the probability that a randomly dropped straight needle crosses the lines is (2/i)l.
For other questions about randomly dropped curves, and further references, see DeTemple and
Robertson (1980) .
The problem solved in this article is a special case of a stochastic geometry problem which we do not know how to solve for all l. Given a wire of length l, how should it be bent to maximize the probability that it crosses at least one line when tossed at random on the ruled floor?
Here we just find the least length L such that this maximum probability is one. For 0 < I < 1 the best strategy is easily shown to be leaving the wire straight, with crossing probability 
HK ( Step (i). Each element of H is visited exactly once by a*.
Step (ii) . Each endpoint of a segment of a is an element of H. The first arch is taken to be above the first gap, which is assumed horizontal. If a1 2 w there is nothing to prove. So suppose a I < w. Then to achieve width w between horizontals the end of the second gap at B must lie above the horizontal at level a 1. The second gap must therefore have positive slope. By convexity, the parallel to this gap supporting the arc from below must touch the arc at a point P on the second arch. Consequently, this arch has altitude a2 2 w.
Proof of Step (i
This argument extends to a standard arc with n arches as follows. Keep track of the order in which the arches are traversed. Suppose that the supporting parallel opposite a gap touches the arc at a point of the arch over that gap, or on some later arch. Then if that point of contact is over the arch, the altitude of the arch must be at least w. And in case that point of contact is not on the arch over the gap, but later, the supporting parallel opposite the next gap touches the arc on or after the next arch. This is shown by the same argument as above in case n = 2.
This serves as an inductive step which forces some arch to have altitude at least w, because there are only a finite number n of arches. cannot be parallel to C IC2 since if it were the length of a would be at least 3. Thus L1L2 must meet C1C2 at some point E, say, to the right of C2, as in the figure below. This point E must also be to the right of a perpendicular dropped vertically from L1, since otherwise this perpendicular would offer a shorter path with bigger convex hull.
A _ FIG. 21. Case (i).

Case (i). ILIL21 < IL C21
In this case we could replace the portion L FB of a by the path L 1L £RS, as in Fig. 21 where R is the rightmost point of a , and S is the foot of a perpendicular dropped from R to C 1C2. But since IRS C2L2 2 this gives a shorter arc with the same convex hull.
4.4
Case (ii). ILL21 . IL1C21
Now L2 must lie on or outside the circle with center L1 and radius IL C2 , as in Fig. 22 . The last inequality is due to the minimality of a*, since otherwise we could replace the portion L l L2 of a& by the two straight line segments LD and DE to get a shorter arc with a bigger convex hull. Hence I DF I < DE I. That is, angle C2ELI = angle FED <450. Let T denote a point on the arch from C1 to C2 farthest away from the gap, so the perpendicular distance between T and C IC2 is the altitude of the arch. Reflect T about C IC2, and do the same with L2. Let L'2 be the reflection of L2, and T' the reflection of T. But by Lemma 1, l (a*) must be less than 2.309 . This contradicts the minimality of a, so C2 must be an end of the arc.
Equally, C1 must be the other end of the arc. That is to say, a*is a convex arc with a single arch. Maximizing the probability of crossing. Consider again the problem, posed in the introduction, of maximizing the probability that a dropped piece of wire of length I will cross parallel lines distant 1 apart. In case the arc is not planar there may be some ambiguity about what constitutes a crossing. But however this ambiguity is resolved, it is obviously best to keep the wire bent in a planar arc. If the arc has width w9 between parallels at angle 0 to the x-axis, then by conditioning on the angle 0 at which the arc falls relative to the parallels, the chance of crossing is P (cross) = (1/)fmin(we, 1)dO 0
The problem is to maximize this integral over all arcs of length 1. Call the maximal value of P (cross) so obtained P *(1). what is the value of P*().
5.2
Upper bounds on P (1) . Because the expected number of crossings is (2/it)l, no matter what the arc, Markov's inequality gives P *(I) < (2/n)l
The graph of the right hand side as a function of I is the straight line through the origin in Figure 25 . For I < 1 this Markov bound is attained. And for I greater than the length of the calliper, P *(1) is 1. But we do not know any better upper bounds on P *(I) than 1 and the Markov bound.
Lower bounds on P*(l)
1. Leaving the arc straight. Lower bounds on P (1) are of course easier to obtain, by computation of P (cross) for particular arcs of length 1. For a straight arc of length 1 . 1 the crossing probability is well known and easily calculated:
Pstraighut (1) 3. Bending the arc into two straight segments.
We conjecture that P *middle (1) is in fact the maximum crossing probability over all arcs of length I bent, not necessarily in the middle, into two straight segments. We can calculate the crossing probability of any arc bent into two straight pieces. But the formula for the probability is forbidding, and we have not gone through the calculus necessary to verify our conjecture.
To see what the formula is like, consider the triangle of Fig. 25 . 
5.5
For b . 1, the integral is more complicated, but reduces after some calculation, as follows. < 0< <(+ Add this expression and two similar expressions for Int (a) and Int (y), and divide by ic to get the crossing probability for an arc composed of two straight segments. The reader is invited to check this analysis, and verify our conjecture that bending in the middle always maximizes this crossing probability for given length.
Let Pmiddle (1, d) denote the chance that an arc of length I bent in the middle into two segements, with endpoints distance d apart, crosses at least once. It is interesting to note that in the case I < 2, d 2 1, it is possible to bend the arc at points other than the center and still have chance Pmiddle (I, d) of crossing. Suppose the arc is bent so that the distance between the two endpoints is still d, but the two arms have different lengths. Then provided both arms have length less than one, the chance that the arc crosses at least once is P,d&,e(I, d). To see-this, consider the triangular closed arc. This crosses either zero, two, or four times. Since the distance between the ends is fixed, the perimeter of the triangle is the same no matter where the arc is bent. So the expected number of crossings is the same, no matter where the arc is bent. And if both arms have length less than 1, then four crossings are made if and only if the base of the triangle crosses twice. So the probability of crossing four times is the same no matter where the arc is bent, provided both arms have length less than 1. This implies the chance of at least two crossings remains the same. Thus if our conjecture above is correct, then in the case 1 < 2 there are infinitely many ways to bend the arc in two to maximize the probability of crossing. This will of course lead to better lower bounds on P (I ). But after our calculations above for two segments we do not see how to organize the computations sensibly, let alone evaluate P *(l) as a limit. All we know for sure is that this maximal probability as a function of I lies somewhere in between the top two curves in Figure 24 . Once again, the reader is invited to help.
A variation of the problem. A nice conjecture about a variation of the problem was suggested to us by David Goldschmidt. Suppose you are allowed to cut the wire and glue the pieces back together to form a connected union of arcs, call it a gadget. How now can you improve the crossing probability, and what is the shortest length fromn which you can make a gadget of width 1? The conjecture for the shortest gadget of width 1 is three straight arms connecting the corners of an equilateral triangle of altitude 1 to its center. Since this gadget is so much simpler to define than the calliper, perhaps there is a simple proof.
The problem higher dimensions. What is the shortest arc of width one in d dimensions?
This problem seems very much harder in three or more dimensions. The three dimensional problem can be presented as follows. Suppose there is a one inch gap between the parallel plane sides of your stove and your kdtchen cupboard. What is the shortest length of a piece of wire that can be bent in such a way that it cannot fall into the crack? Presumably the solution is shaped something like three connected sides of a regular tetrahedron of altitude one inch, but we have no idea of what the exact shape must be.
